Safety
at Home
A Checklist by Age

Checklist

Tear me off & keep me!

0-6 months

Development:
Wriggling, kicking, grasping, sucking, rolling over
Don’t leave your baby on a raised surface such
as a changing table
Clear crib of loose objects such as blankets and toys

Watching your children grow and develop is
a joy, from rolling to crawling and eventually
walking. Little explorers are constantly
on-the-go, learning by touching and tasting.
In their first three years, children develop at a rapid rate.
Yet as they do, the dangers they are exposed to can
change. It’s important to look at the world through your
child’s eyes and adapt your safety measures as they grow.
Use the checklist as your guide and take action to make
your home safer today!

Stay with your baby throughout bath time

6 months – 1 year

Development:
Sitting, standing, crawling, putting things in the mouth
Cover low sharp corners on furniture with guards
Clear the floor of loose objects such as coins and toys
Store small objects such as medicines, marbles and
batteries out of reach and sight of children

1-2 years

Development:
Moving about, reaching high up, finding hidden
objects, walking and climbing
Tie back blind cords
Ensure handles of potential falling objects such
as pots and pans and vases are out of reach
Make sure stair gates are fitted at top and
bottom of stairs to prevent falls

2 –3 years

Development:
Being adventurous, pulling and twisting, watching
and imitating
Don’t involve children in the laundry process
or in lighting fires
In association with

Securely close packaging of household products
and store them out of reach and sight of children
Start simple safety-training, teaching your child
which hazards to stay away from at home

All ages

Safe Kids Worldwide does not
endorse any commercial product

Close liquid laundry capsule packs with a click
and always keep away from children

Many parents do not realise that liquid laundry capsules,
like all household cleaning products, can be dangerous
in little one's hands, with 1 in 5 parents leaving them
within their reach (21%).
We know that little explorers try to get into everything,
so Fairy Non-Bio has designed a NEW 3in1 PODs pack
with a “Child-Lock System”. The dual action opening
mechanism requires a coordinated movement: pinch
the latches and lift the lid to open. Easy for parents
to master but very difficult for little hands to unlock.

Always keep away
from children © A.I.S.E.
Learn more:
www.keepcapsfromkids.eu
*Consumer data collected via survey of over 2,000
parents across Europe commissioned by P&G
Fabric Care in May 2018

